Life Sciences

YOUR IDEAL DAY PLANNING GUIDE

Don’t miss these industry-specific sessions happening at Automation Fair® 2019.

FORUM
F09  Life Sciences

HANDS-ON LABS

CONTROL
L09  Discover the Value of Scalable Compute

INFORMATION & ANALYTICS
L28  Gaining Value from Augmented Reality with Vuforia Studio

PROCESS
L14  Introduction to the PlantPAx® Distributed Control System for Operations and System Engineering

SYSTEMS
L22  ThinManager® Experience the Platform’s Power and Simplicity: Basic Lab

TECHNICAL SESSIONS

INFORMATION & ANALYTICS
T16  Empower Your Connected Enterprise with FactoryTalk® InnovationSuite Powered by PTC
T23  Benefit from Machine Learning with Anomaly Detection and Predictive Maintenance
T25  How You Can Make a Digital Transformation Work for You Today and in the Future
Life Sciences

YOUR IDEAL DAY PLANNING GUIDE

TECHNICAL SESSIONS (continued)

INFORMATION & ANALYTICS (continued)

T27 Optimize Your Production Process with MES and FactoryTalk® Analytics
T28 Reports and Dashboards Belong in Every Application
T36 Stone Uses FactoryTalk® Innovation Suite and an Agile Approach at The ICL Group
T39 Zero Touch Computing at the Edge

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

T44 Transforming Traditional Industrial Networks to Industrial IoT Architectures
T45 Utilizing New Wireless Technologies to Develop Reliable IIoT Infrastructure

PROCESS

T64 Batch Management: Overview, What's New and What's Next
T65 DCS Modernization Tools, Tips and Tricks to Mitigate Risks
T66 Empowering the Mobile Worker

SAFETY & SECURITY

T77 Cybersecurity: Why and Where Do I Start?
T78 Industrial Collaborative Robot Applications

SERVICES & SOLUTIONS

T31 Industrial Cybersecurity: The Never Ending Journey
T33 Machine Risk Assessments Using Software Tools: How to Keep Consistency and Improve Compliance
T92 Optimizing Performance through Project Lifecycle Support

VISUALIZATION & COLLABORATION

T87 Extend Visibility and Handling of Alarms and Events: New Mobile Smartphone Application